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A sofa with a casual, soft comfort and geo-
metric, clear forms. Between these supposed 
contrasts you experience high quality in all its 
facets. Sink into Rolf Benz LIV and recharge 
your batteries. Make some big plans or take a 
little break. Wherever your thoughts lead you, 
you will always come back to here. Rolf Benz 
LIV combines functionality with clear beauty 
in its design, setting new standards when it 
comes to aesthetics.

Inspiration has 
a place

Breathe in. 
Breathe out. 
Live.

What do you get when 
Italian design meets 
Made in Germany 
quality?



Design und  
Komfort genau dort, 
wo Sie sein wollen: 
zu Hause.

SINGLE SOFA 001

Cover: 24.140 / 24.516 / 
17.356 / 17.407  |  Frame 
and feet: Traffic black

Whether for you alone, good friends or the 
whole family: Rolf Benz LIV’s modular design 
adapts to your living concept and its versatile 
layout options offer several unique combinati-
ons of extra class and comfort.

Design and comfort 
just where you want 
to be: at home.



Luca Nichetto 
Designer

LIV means Live 
in swedish.

The name strikes us 
as being especially 
appropriate because 
our sofa invites you 
to really live with it.

„

“



Just lean back
and enjoy

An Italian/German symphony. 
With Rolf Benz LIV, Italian 
designer Luca Nichetto has 
created a product world that 
leaves plenty of space for 
inspiration.

SINGLE SOFA 001

Cover: 24.140  |  Frame 
and feet: Traffic black



SINGLE SOFA 001

Cover: 24.144 / 24.415
Frame and feet: Marrone 
metallic



Narrow upholstered back and armrest

Large upholstered armerest, narrow upholstered back & back shelving(traffic black / 
insertion plate glass (Marrone metallic)) 

Side shelving (traffic black / insertion plate glass (Traffic black)), narrow and large 
upholstered back

Narrow upholstered back and armrest 

Large upholstered armerest and back shelving (traffic black / insertion plate stone 
(Graphite brown))
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MODULAR SOFA 002

Cover: 24.143 / 17.354 / 
17.355  |  Frame and feet: 
Marrone metallic

MODULAR SOFA 003

Cover: 26.500  |  Frame 
and feet: Marrone metallic

ARMCHAIR 004

Cover: 42.101 / 17.403 
Frame and feet: Marrone 
metallic

SINGLE SOFA 005

Cover: 42.105  |  Frame 
and feet: Traffic black



The collaboration between Rolf Benz LIV and 
Luca Nichetto takes a holistic approach to 
furnishing your living room. The premium look 
of Rolf Benz LIV is seamlessly carried on in the 
Rolf Benz 901 coffee table and in the Rolf Benz 
902 side table. Both have a striking frame and a 
circumferential base and their design language 
directly addresses Rolf Benz LIV’s principle of 
lived beauty. Its edged table tops are available 
in natural stone or clear glass with a painted 
underside.



LIV your life

COFFEE TABLE  901-113

Table top, frame & 
structure in Traffic black

SIDE TABLE  902-213

Table top & structure in 
Traffic black



www.rolf-benz.com


